
One of the issues that continues to be raised is that of Regulation.  
Is the shipping industry over-regulated or under-regulated?  Are 
seafarers over burdened by administration that is a direct result of 
regulation?  How can shipowners plan for the future when the future 
appears to be dominated by changing and uncertain regulation?  
In the effort to promote and protect our members’ interests, your 
Association is deeply involved in the development and review of 
regulation and while it is very clear that there are many issues that 
must be addressed in the development and application of regulation, 
it is also clear that most regulation actually benefits the industry. 

Those who have been in the industry for a few years will recall the 
debate surrounding the companion issues of sub-standard and quality 
shipping.  Many conferences were held, and much was written in 
the technical and general shipping press.  How to rid the industry of 
sub-standard shipping, shipping that was promoting a disastrously 
negative image of the industry, and how to determine just what we 
meant by ‘quality’ shipping?  There were post-conference evenings 
spent debating how to raise the barriers to entry into the industry 
in order to rid the industry of substandard ships and their owners.  
Higher barriers to entry, it was felt, would reduce the attractiveness of 
the industry to those who were out to make a quick buck, and ensure 
that those who did enter the industry had the resources to run a 
quality operation. 

Those seemed to be difficult and uncertain times, but upon review 
they were the transformation of the industry into the modern and 
well-run industry that we have today.  Granted, there are still some 
doubtful operators and flag States, but they are becoming fewer as 
the regulations and audits that have been put into place are biting, 
and biting hard in some cases. 

It is worth reminding ourselves what we mean by ‘quality’ and 
‘substandard’.  Philip B. Crosby defined quality as ‘conformance 
to requirements’, not as ‘goodness’ or ‘elegance’.  A quality 
operation therefore is not something that is better than others, in 
some intangible way, but an operation that meets the necessary 
requirements.  It follows that substandard means something that does 

Ꮭᇏ␓᧙ᖔᥥ⒕ᇓᆎ᭬ᚅᘁྺᣓṱᵳᚅ
ᎄᚅṻᙎὴᾈ⏎ᚅὴᾈᇏ྿᪰ឬỼፌᙼᾈᩞ
ᇏ᭓ᝇᚅᎄᚅኚᔰṻደᘁᖔᖗ᧚ᙘᕃ྿
᷀ኅᑳዝᾂᇏ␓♅ᇲᒬᇏᓖᖔᘁᔏ᧖ᒎ
ᖔ᠗ចྸ᪰ᕂዸፙệኅᑳ᭬ጎᆔᥥ⒕ྺᛄᆔ
፻ᆝᗩ᳁ᒬᗨ○ᵱឬᖔ፶ྸᒓᵱᩄᙎᥙᾹᆔ
ᣓṱᘁᖔቃባᒬឈᝄᇃ፥ྺዪᘁᖔᰪ៙ᒬ
ፌṻᰶᇐྸጙደᙝ․ṁᐏᖔᥥ⒕ྸ⏫ᰈ
ᣓṱᵳ⏎ᚅᒜᔰᆸደ₪ᖔᘁྺ

ᆸ៑ᆫ⏎ᦶᗾ᭶ጆ᭑⑈ᇏዠᠴᒬ⋯Ⅹᣓṱ
ᖔ◒⅘ྺᛄጟ⏎᳕ᆔደᥲ‡ᵱ╿⅘
ងᥥ⒕ྸᣓṱᏡ᭡♒ᒬ᮲᭡♒ᆫ᭗ṳᆔ
ጟᑦྺዸፙዪፌᵳᇦᡆᶓᇏዠᠴᖔᣓṱ྿ዥᛄ
ᇏዠᠴᣓṱቆᩄᆔᣓṱᵳᐣ┧ᔇᖔᝇᝢᏑᲠྺ
ዸፙᓖᛚ‹ᚅᔏ⊒ᖔⅩᣓṱ྿ᵱᙘᆸ៑
ᙺ∬ᒼ⇲ྸ⃚ᡝ⅘ዸፙᮟᤲᆘፌ⇞␇ྸᡆᶓ
፨₴ᶚ᪰ᇺᒄቯᖔሯᆖྺᆸ៑ῤᛄྸᮟᤲ
ᆘፌ⇞␇ቔሳᝡ፨ፌᵳỼᑚᑧṅỜᆘፌ⎽⊵
᪰ᕂᖔ᎑ሊᆝྸᑣᗨᑚᑧᇅ᳁ᆘፌᵳᖔ᪰ᕂ
⍊ᦶṚᶐᑳṱፌⅩ᷹⌿ྺ

ᑚᚧ᠗᳗።ሲᚅᣓṱᖔ┧ᒬᇏᓖ᠗ᮽྸ
፣ᚅṻፁᏝᚚྸᏝᖔፌᵳጎቇ⑲ᘣྸ
ጎᛄዸᇡᖔሹᇲᖔᒬ᷹⌿ᐿዶᖔፌᵳྺ᷀ᰈྸ
⏎ዻዪᆎᑧᦶⒹὭᖔ᷹⌿ᇩቜᒬ᪰ἤᥲྸ
፣ᚅᛯᗡ⋂ᱴ╇ᠴᕧᒬᝃᖔᩄᆘྸ┭
᷹⌿ᇩቜᒬ᪰ἤᥲᵱᲮᑳᲮሂྺ

ᛚ‹ᚅⅩᒬᇏዠᠴྺ ᱺ፶᮲፯ⓨ᮱ም
ỼⅩᖔᓖḃᚅᾹᝁᐆᖔᆎᜣᔇྸ ጹᗝ
Ꮌ᱖ᔋ⋯᳤ྺ ᔏሳⅩ᷹⌿ᇏᚅም፴ᆖ
ዶᾂᰇᏑᖔሔጇྸጹᚅ᪇ዠᛯ⌋ᝁᐆᖔ
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not conform to requirements.  The requirements in this sense are the 
requirements to do the business, which will include both customer 
and regulatory requirements. 

In order to create a safe and sustainable shipping industry, therefore, 
an acceptable level of requirements needs to be put into place.  
These might be set by the customer, as they are in some sectors of 
the industry, but in most cases regulatory requirements are needed 
to ensure that all ships comply, not just those chartered to certain 
customers. 

The barriers to entry that we were previously concerned about, 
however, are therefore now being set by customer and regulatory 
requirements.  If operators do not meet those requirements, they will 
find it increasingly difficult to trade. 

The setting of such requirements is a benefit to the industry, because 
those who operate ships to an acceptable standard are now not 
being made uncompetitive by others who might not apply the same 
standards.  It is also a benefit to the industry because there are fewer 
accidents and incidents caused by substandard ships, which, if the 
general public actually took notice, should result in a better image for 
the industry. 

There are, however, at least four areas of regulation or requirements 
that might be seen to be detrimental.  The first is the ability, 
or willingness, of legislators to introduce regulation that is, at 
best, anticipatory.  Regulation that recognizes that the necessary 
technology to be able to comply does not yet exist, but sets firm 
entry into force dates anyway, possibly in an effort to encourage the 
speedy development of the required technology.  The problems 
with such regulation is that the lack of the necessary technology 
means that proper cost/benefit analysis cannot be carried out, and 
that there is no experience in operating the required equipment, 
because it does not yet exist.  Whether such regulation is founded 
on environmental zeal or lack of common sense is debatable, but it is 
clear that very little thought has gone into the practical and technical 
implementation that will be necessary. 

᷹⌿ሔጇྺዥጟᇏዠᠴᖔᵃᙛ᭬ᚅᇏ᪇ዠᝁᐆྸ
Ḽᖔᝁᐆᙳᖔᚅ᷹⌿ᵳᥐᖔᝁᐆྸቈᙷ◠ᘿ
ᒬᘁᖔᝁᐆྺ

ᛄᆔᬯᆎងዿᒬቔᙰ▾ᰪ៙ᖔᣓṱᵳྸ
ᆎងቔ᧚ᒜᖔᝁᐆቻ᳭ᒌፒྺងᝁᐆቔᣋ
ኚᵳᛝ⍌ᷲᖔᘿልᑳᒎᓖྸ፣ዪᆸደ₪ᧆᕬᆣྸ
․ᝁᒎᓖᘁᝁᐆᔏጙᖔᖔ᪰⊨ዽྸጹ
ᇏᚅᤡỼᑚᑧᡠᓖᖔᘿልྺ

Ꮭሳᗾ┥ᕜᖔፌᵳᆘፌ⇞␇ྸዪᇅᠨ⇸
ᘿልᒬᘁᝁᐆᑳᓖྺዸᕃ᷹⌿ᆖᇏὋᑌ
ᑧᝁᐆྸሷᖔኖᵃᵱᲮᑳᲮ┧ྺ

᷿₯ᖔᝁᐆᦕᾀᔰፌᵳྸዥᛄᑚᑧ᙭
ቔ᧚ᒜ₴ᶚ᷹⌿᪰ᖔᇩቜዪᇏᵱዥᛄᒄሷ
ኅ᙭₴ᶚ᷹⌿ᖔᇩቜᖔឝዥጹቫቓ╤ᖁᆝྺ
ᆎងጙ፶ᔰፌᵳᖔዥ᭬ᚅᇏዠᠴ᪰ᖔ
ᯪሂᆫᝡ፨ᆔᑦᙽᖔᰪኖྸዸᕃᇩ᩵ᡱᵃᖔ
ṌᦕỼᏲ᱖ፌᵳᖔᏑᲠᆟᇬጙ፶ྺ

ᰈጹྸጙᘁፂሂጙቧងሔᝢᲑᛄጙ័ྺ
ᝫᚅከᕧᖦᖔᣋᆝᔋᵃ┮ቓᇢ᪒ከᕧᖔẦᮽ
ኡᖔྺምዸྸᔷᖘጙ┥ᖔᏡ⏎ᐕጙᒌፒྸ
ᘈᓖኖ᠒ሕᮽྸᆫᚅᛄᆔᴀኖᛯ┥ᖔ
Ꮱྺ┭ᘁᖔᥥ⒕ᚅྸዥᛄᢵሱቻᝁᖔ
Ꮱሐᙰሳᇺᛯ┥ᖔᬥᐕጙᒌፒྸዠᩞᖔ
ጎኄ / ᠒ᇬᕎᰇᕧ᳁ፌྸᰇᕧ⍊ᦶṅጙ┥
ᬥᖔ᷹♐ྺ₯ᖔᘁᚅᙏከዪ⍌ᗨ⃚ᧆ
⏎ᚅᢵሱᦧ─ጙᙔᖁ╿ྸ፣ᚅᙓ♌ᰈᐕጙᆖ
ጸ₁ṻቻ᳭ᖔᏡᒬỷ‡ṱኗሔᝢྺ
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Secondly, all regulation needs to be continually reviewed and 
updated.  Updates might be necessary because the original 
regulation did not address issues in sufficient detail to provide 
consistent application.  Updates might also be necessary because our 
knowledge of the potentially adverse aspects of shipping is increasing 
over time, as also is public perception and understanding.  It is clear 
that the industry must be proactive in recognizing such concerns, and 
must be ready to put in place industry best practice guidelines as a 
precursor and a test bed for eventual regulatory changes.  Regulatory 
reviews and updates are a necessary part of maintaining the proper 
level of regulatory requirements to ensure that the industry meets an 
acceptable standard of operation.  But they do, in some cases, create 
an uncertain investment environment for an industry that must make 
long term and expensive business decisions. 

Thirdly, the removal of substandard shipping, and the maintenance 
of standards that represent an acceptable level of operation, result in 
very few areas where a responsible operator is able to differentiate his 
service from that provided by others.  A charterer will not pay more 
for a ship that exceeds the level set by regulatory requirements unless 
he has specific customer requirements for the trade.  Differentiation 
of the product becomes more and more difficult, leaving the door 
open for non-traditional operators to enter the markets.  We have 
referred to the commoditization of shipping in previous Reviews, but 
this is what is taking place; a situation where the only differentiation 
becomes the price. 

And fourthly, certain ports and terminals might also set requirements, 
but it is increasingly likely that specific port and terminal requirements 
are, for reasons that are not fully understood, inconsistent with 
and conflict with other customer and regulatory requirements.  
It is essential that rules and requirements are set uniformly across 
the board; we are a global industry that must trade globally, and 
it is unreasonable and impossible, in some cases, to meet specific 
requirements that differ from globally determined regulation and/or 
customer requirements.  

But for the industry as a whole, and for the perception of the industry 
in the eyes of the regulators and the general public, regulation is 
a good thing, so long as it is practical, is properly justified through 
the necessary cost/benefit analysis, is globally consistent and is 
technically achievable.  These are all goals that your Association 
actively seeks to achieve. 

While we have been involved in many issues during the year, there 
are some major issues that can be singled out to be the subject of 
comment in this review.

ᒄጞྸᔏጙᖔᘁ․ᝁᇏ␓ឈᝄᒬᵨྺ
ᵨᚅቻᝁᖔྸዥᛄឝᑳᖔᘁᐕጙṁᐏᆎᜣ
⌋ኗᖔ᪕ᷲᥥ⒕ྸጹᏝỼᣓṱዪᖔᇏ፶
⍌ᷲᖔᖘ─ᚅ⋂᠗᳗ጹ⁝ቆᖔྸጹᇩ᩵ᖔῤᖘ
ᒬᩞṁᆝᆫᆎ₯ྺᣓṱᵳቻ᳭≋ᵸሯᥒዩῤ─
ង₄₁ྸቻ᳭ᦕፌᵳᬫᑮᖔỷⅯᙳᘇᶚᬥ
ᒌፒྸ፥ᛄ⇧ᒬᬫ᪙ᘁ♅ᇲᖔṅ♐Ꮜྺ
ᘁᖔឈᝄᒬᵨᚅᗨᙰᘁᝁᐆṵᒌↁ᷀
ሠቶᖔቻᝁ᪗ጎᬀዀྸᑣᗨ━ፌᵳ᪇ዠቔ᧚ᒜ
ᖔ᷹⌿₴ᶚྺ፣ቯዪᚏᑧᧆᕬᆣᵱጎᆎᾂ
ᇏᓖᖔᏮṚ⍌ởྸጹፌᵳቻ᳭ᛄጟᒎᓖᗒᮽ
ᒬᔶᲩᖔᥛᵳᐏ᰿ྺ

᪆ᆢྸỼᔰᡆᶓᇏዠᠴᖔ᪰ሳᇺᾥᙰᆎង
ቔ᧚ᒜሠቶ᷹⌿ᖔ₴ᶚቔᣋᵱጎᵸሂ₪
᷹⌿ᆖᵱዥᆖጹᩩᮟᑱᔽᥐྺᢝ᪰ᆖ᷀ᰈ
ᇏᵱዥᛄ᪰ᤲᔰᘁᖔᝁᐆጹደሴᢝᗑྸ
ᤫᗝሷỼጙ┥ᖔᲬᔳጙᡠᠻᖔᝁᐆྺዪᩥᘗ
៤ᩩᇲᲮᑳᲮ┧ྸᛄᗝ᪐᷹⌿ᆖ᳁ᆘቴ᭔
ᆸ᳕ሔᗤᇓᗓྺᏝዪᗾ᭶ᮽᖔዦ◠ᇐᮟṻ
ᣓṱᖔᥛᘗᇲྸᚅᇡᇽᖔᢂỷᧆᕬྸᥧᆎᖔ
ᥗ፴᭬ᚅ⁀ᠴྺ

᪆ቧྸᚏᑧᯠᆴᒬ⋓ᆫቔᣋᓖᝁᐆྺ፣
ᆸᖔቔᣋᔇ᭬ᚅᡠᓖᖔᯠᆴᒬ⋓ᔰᇏᔷ
ᩞኚྸᓖᾹᒄሷᘿልᒬᘁᝁᐆᇏᆎᜣᔋ
ጙⅅᜄᖔᝁᐆྺᬫᝁᖔᚅᘁᒬᝁᐆᖔᓖ
ቻ᳭᪐ᆎ Ꮭᚅᆎងᩝᔇᖔፌᵳྸቻ᳭
᳁ፌᩝᲬᔳྺዪᚏᑧᧆᕬᆣྸᛄᆔὋᑌᡠᓖ
ᖔᘿልᝁᐆጹᓖᇏዘᔰᩝℇ᭑ᇦᓖᖔ
ᘁᒬᝁᐆᖔᕧᇏዠᩞᆫᚅᇏ⌋ṃྺ

፣Ỽᔰፌᵳ∁♒ᑳῨྸዪὴᾈ∕Ἧᒬ᮲
ᇩ᩵ᖔ᩶ᇐྸበᝁጙ┥ᖔᘁᚅỷቔፌᖔᒬ
ᩝᆎᜣᖔྸᑣṻᆔጎኄ᠒ᇬᕎྸᑚ‹Ỽ
ፌᵳᖔᘁ᭬ᚅኼዶᑦྺጹᑧᬂᚅᒓᵱ≋ᵸ
᭫ᐆỷᖔኡ₴ྺ

⏫ᰈᏝᇡጆᥙᾹᆔደᥥ⒕ᖔ⅘ྸ፣ᚅ
ኄዦ◠ᦕᱴ᧙ᆎᑧᆸᖔᥥ⒕ྺ
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The Shipping Industry
While our penchant for over-ordering ships does appear to be 
lessening, so resulting in quite a few shipyards having difficult 
financial problems, the order books when compared against demand 
for our ships is still excessive.  Scrapping will have to increase, and 
newbuilding order books will have to fall sharply to bring supply and 
demand back into some semblance of balance.  But, unfortunately, 
newbuildings continue to be attractive due to the combination of low 
interest rates and hungry shipyards.

The world fleet of all ships over 300 gross tons (gt) at 1 January 
2015 consisted of 50,422 ships of 1.661 billion deadweight, 1,105 
million gt or 20.6 million TEU, an increase of 846 ships, 57 million 
deadweight or 1,045 thousand TEU on the year before.  1,448 
newbuildings of 88.3 million deadweight were delivered in 2014, and 
949 ships of 32.9 million deadweight were reportedly sent to the 
breakers.  Interestingly, bulk carriers made up 48% of newbuildings 
by deadweight as well as 47% of ships reportedly sent for recycling.  
Over the past 3 years, the world fleet has increased by 3.4% in 
number of ships, but 7.9% in deadweight.

It is also interesting to note that on a very simplistic calculation, 
total deadweight divided by total number of ships, the average 
deadweight per ship has increased from 31,580 tonnes to 32,942 
tonnes over the past 3 years, evidence that ship sizes continue to get 
larger.

World seaborne trade increased year-on-year by 3.4% in 2014, to 
10,250 million tonnes.  Over the last three years, world seaborne 
trade in tonnes has increased by 6.9%.  By country of control, the 
Hong Kong fleet of ships over 1,000 gt as of 1 January 2015 was 
754 ships of 35.1 million deadweight with an average age of 11.5 
years, which puts it in the position of being the world’s 12th largest 
country of control (2014, 12th).  Out of the top 20 countries of control, 
Hong Kong has by far the highest percentage of its fleet under the 
local Register.  The average age of the world fleet of ships over 1,000 
gt as of 1st January 2015 was 13.9 years.

In terms of the Gross Tonnage and Deadweight of vessels of over 
300gt at 1 January 2015, Hong Kong was again the 4th largest ship 
register, coming after Panama, Liberia, and the Marshall Islands and 
followed by Singapore, Malta and Greece.  The deadweight of ships 
flying the Hong Kong flag represented 9.1% of the world total.

(All statistics taken from Shipping Statistics and Market Review, 
Volume 59, No 1/2 - 2015, Institute of Shipping Economics and 
Logistics.)

ᣓṱᛝ
⏫ᰈᵨ᪰ᖔᑱṻᔰᐆᖔኢᛲᐕጙᆸᖔᏲ᱖ྸ
፣ᚅ᪰ᕂᆸᝄ⎿ᵨ᪰ᖔ⏂ᴋᇅᎊᯪℚ⏂ᴋྸ
ᆸᬀዀ᪰⁺ዥጟቃᤇᙼ┧ྺበጙᔫ᪰₪
⁝ቆྸᵨ᪰ᝄᭅᆸ᭲ᆣᝡྸኡᗾ᪰⇕ፒᖔ
ᑱᐆ┥ᗲᇌᣋᗨᙰᗇᝢᖔቶ⊀ྺᰈጹྸᇏᓬᖔ
ᚅྸኚᔰ፨፶ᩚᒬ᯳᪰⁺ᖔឝዥྸᙏᵨ᪰
Ỽ᪰ᕂ⏎ᚅᒃጙᙓᆸᖔ᎑ሊᆝྺ

ἕሚ 2015 ጆ 1 ሗ 1 ሕྸᩝ 300 ⍷⇕ሳᆥᖔ
ᥛ᪰₪ᚅ 50,422 ≯ྸዠ 16.61 ‼Ṭ⇕ྐྵ
11.05 ‼⍷⇕ᔋ 2060 ᷧ₴℆ྸምቓጆዘᮽ⁝ᗒ
846 ≯ྐྵ5700 ᷧṬ⇕ᔋ 104.5 ᷧ₴℆ྺ
2014 ጆወጙ 1448 ≯ዠ 8830 Ṭ⇕ᖔᵨ᪰ኯሴ
ᑯኗྸ 949 ≯ዠ 3290 ᷧṬ⇕ᖔ᪰
ᔫ᪰ྺጙⅭᖔᚅྸዪኯሴᖔᵨ᪰ᇐྸᮮ᪰ሳ
Ṭ⇕ᝃᾌ፡ 48%ྸጹᔫ᪰ᖔṬ⇕ፒ፡
47%ྺṻቓᆢጆྸራᛝ᪰᳚⁝᭲ሳ≯ጞᝃᾌ
፡ 3.4%ྸ፣ሳṬ⇕ᝃᾌ፡ 7.9%ྺ

ዸᕃሳṬ⇕⍷ᤫሳ᪰⍷₪ྸᦶቃṻቓ
ᆢጆᭅ᪰Ṭ⇕⁝᭲ᚅ 31,580 ፂ 32,942
Ṭ⇕ྸ━ᔷ᪰₶⁝ᆸᖔ⏂ᴋ╬▾ዻዪྺ

2014 ጆራᛝᡊṱᲬᔳዘም⁝ቆ 3.4% ṵ
102.5 ‼⇕ྺṻቓᆢጆྸራᛝᡊṱ⇕Წᔳ
⁝ቆ 6.9%ྺሳᥲ៑ᔋዩᥗ᪐ᝃྸἕሚ 2015 ጆ
1 ሗ 1 ሕྸᝬᯠᲯṻ 1000 ⍷⇕ᖔ᪰₪ᛄ
754 ≯ዠ 3510 ᷧṬ⇕ྸቶᎤ᪰▢ 11.5 ጆྸ
╬▾ፒᓝራᛝ᪆ᆟᆕፒྺጹዪራᛝᗾᆕᆟፒ
᪰᧖ᒎዩᥗᇐྸᝬᯠᚅኄዩᲒቀ᪰₪
ᬫደᖔዩᥗྺἕሚ 2015 ጆ 1 ሗ 1 ሕྸራᛝ᪰᳚
ቶᎤ᪰▢ᛄ 13.9 ጆྺ

ἕሚ 2015 ጆ 1 ሗ 1 ሕྸራᛝᲯṻ 300 ⍷⇕ᖔ
᪰⍷⇕ᒬṬ⇕᧫ፒྸᝬᯠ╬▾ፒᓝ᪆ቧྸ
ጞᔰሆ᠁ᤰྐྵ፶ምᑝᑨᒬᤰ᪒ὢḅ១ྸᾜ⋂
ᒄᙘᖔᚅᵨቆᒸྐྵᤰጻሷᒬᏉ⓭ྺᝬᯠᲒቀᖔ
᪰Ṭ⇕⍷፡ራᛝ⍷ᖔ 9.1%ྺ

࿔₪⇸ᑳᶐ྾ᣓṱ᷹⌱Ᾱᖅᚯᛷᐵᔏቃᖃᖔ 
ᣓṱ᪐ᝃᒬቴ᭔ዦ◠  2015 ጆ᪆ 1ྐྵ2 ᮽ
᪆ 59 ▲࿕
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Ballast Water
This must be one of the most contentious issues of the year, one that 
would surely take the prize for the amount of work that the industry 
and many others have put into it.  We understand and support the 
notion that untreated ballast water is able to carry species to foreign 
shores, where they can flourish in the absence of any natural predator 
so potentially causing environmental disaster.  We also understand 
and appreciate the amount of technological development that has 
gone into developing ballast water systems for the maritime industry, 
and the frustration of the makers caused by the industry being 
reluctant to endorse the Convention or purchase their equipment.

The Convention took 14 years to negotiate and was adopted in 2004, 
10 years ago.  There are 14 sets of Guidelines to the Convention, 
some of which have their own additional guidelines.  It would appear 
that the production of Guidelines is a resort of the undecided, in 
other words, a relatively vague Convention that satisfies all parties is 
agreed after long negotiation, necessitating Guidelines to be later 
developed to determine how the Convention is to be applied. 

The industry’s concerns really boil down to two issues: the approval of 
equipment under the G8 Guidelines; and the method of compliance 
with the Convention.  It has been shown that the approval procedures 
under the G8 Guidelines have defects, resulting in equipment 
not working in specific situations.  This has been recognized by 
the United States, which has introduced more stringent approval 
procedures, and by some equipment manufacturers who have 
withdrawn their equipment after gaining approval.  At MEPC, it would 
appear that States have also accepted the industry’s position that the 
G8 Guidelines need to be reviewed, and the IMO has put in place a 
procedure to consider this.  A related concern of the industry is the 
status of equipment already purchased and fitted by Owners that 
might not meet the revised IMO standards – indications are that this 
concern is also now being addressed. 

⋻Ṭሠ
ងᥥ⒕ᚅᇡጆᬫᒃᖁ╿ᔇᖔᥥ⒕ྸᦶᵳᛝ
ᒬᒄሷᦔ៑ᖻᲧ᠗᳗ቓ᧙ྺᏝᩞṁᑣሐᙰ
ኅ᷹ᩞᖔ⋻Ṭሠᣋ▮ᦨኖᖅ᳁ᆘቩᥲᡊᓡ
ᖔᵃᑃྸᑧኖᖅዪᐕጙኽፙᇽ₨ᖔᧆᕬᆣᦕ
ᑓ⍺ᯚྸᵱጎ⍌ởᐣ┧ྺᏝᆫᆔṁᥲ‡
ᆥᛄᣓṱᵳ᳕ᰪ⋻Ṭሠᐶ᪐ᔏᏮᆘᖔᆸᏡ
ᆝྸᆫᩞṁᬥᥛỼᵳᛝᇏ┮ⓠḂᇩ
ᔋ⎿Ცሷᖔᬥᖔᕭᬿྺ

⋻Ṭሠᇩ᷹ṻᲯṻ 14 ጆᖔⅎ፵ྸ᪙ᔰዪ
2004 ጆ⍊ᦶṻྺወጙ 14 ួᇩᙳᘇྸቈᙷ
ᆎᑧᗘቆᙳᘇྺᙳᘇᖔቃባᚅᆎងኅᓖᖔᕃྸ
ᆫ᭬ᚅῨྸᚅᆎង᷹ṻὓᗒⅎ፵ᛄὋᑌጙ┥
ዝሔጹቃባᖔᛯỼ₶ℎᖔᇩྸ․ᝁ⋂ᙘᒎᓖ
ᛯ┥ᙳᘇᑳᓖዸፙፌᇩྺ

ᵳᛝᖔ┥ᕜቔሳ␟ᛄᒂងሔᝢ྾ᆙᥲ᳦ớ
ᙳᘇᏨបᖔᬥሳᇺ⊨ዽᇩᖔሔᕧྺዪ
ᇅᙓᨱᵴྸᆙᥲ᳦ớᙳᘇᖔᏨᰶᏊዻዪᢵᬓྸ
⇧ᜣᬥᰇᕧዪᡠᓖᧆᕬᆣᇃ፥ྺᜐᥲᆫᔐῤ
ᆔងᥥ⒕ྸሊ᳁ᆔ╇ᠴᖔᏨᰶᏊྸᆎᑧ
ᬥᥛዪ⍊ᦶᏨបᙘᆡἙዦሷᖔᬥᆫ
Ῠᔷᆔᥥ⒕ྺዪ MEPC ᵱ╿ᆥྸᙼᓯᆫ᧚ᒜᆔ
ፌᵳᖔከ᭔ྸᆙᥲ᳦ớᖔᙳᘇ․ᝁᵨ⌣ྸ
ᥲ‡ᡊᑦ᪗⑆ᆫዿ᧫ᆔᛯ⌋ᖔᛷᐵᰶᏊྺፌᵳ
┥ᕜᖔᆎងᛯ┥ᥥ⒕ᚅ᪰ᕂᇅ⎿Ცᑣዿḻዪ
᪰ᆥᖔᬥቔᣋᰇᕧὋᑌᥲ‡ᡊᑦ᪗⑆ᖔឈᝄ
₴ᶚ ࿏ ṡᲠᗇᔷងᥥ⒕ᆫᇅ⍊ᦶᲑྺ
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The other issue is that compliance with the Convention is by 
sampling the ballast water.  Quite apart from the difficulty of taking 
representative samples and testing them in a reasonable time, this 
is an odd requirement, in that we have Administrations approving 
the efficacy of the equipment, but then keeping the option to tell 
shipowners that it does not work.  The industry is therefore reluctant 
to fit equipment unless it can be guaranteed to work, which most 
suppliers would find difficult. 

At recent IMO meetings, 
there appeared to be 
support for the industry’s 
position.  It is hoped that 
amendments will be made 
so that the initial inspection 
is on the records, to show 
that the equipment is 
working in accordance with 
the manufacturer’s instructions, and that it has been used.  Only after 
clear grounds have been established will samples be taken.

The related issue is that of the United States.  Members will know 
that there are two federal agencies charged with Ballast Water 
compliance, USCG and EPA, with requirements that differ between 
them.  Bills were submitted to the Senate (S.2094) and later to the 
House of Representatives (H.R.5609) to seek agreement to bring 
uniform national standards for implementation under one body.  
These bills, unfortunately, fell away due to the mid-term elections, 
but they have now been resurrected.  As this report is being written, 
Senate Bill S.373 would appear to be making good progress, and the 
related House of Representatives Bill H.R.980 would also appear to 
be gaining traction. 

Your Association is deeply involved in all of the discussions 
surrounding the Ballast Water debate, and will continue to keep 
Members advised of developments.

ᆎងᥥ⒕ᚅṻ⋻Ṭሠ᧩₯ᑳᓖᚅᎄ᪇ዠ
ᇩᖔᓖྺᤫᆔ᧩ᒚጙሹᗇᔇ₯ኄᖔ┧ᙎ
ሳᇺዪዠᩞ᠗᳗ᇦ᳁ፌṅቩྸᝁᐆᖔኄᑍᆫ
ሺᆖᒾᔄ  ྸ ᙼᓯᏨបᆔጙ┥ᖔᬥྸ፣⋂ᙘᘈ
⊪⇺ᎎᲜ᪰ᕂᬥቔᣋᰇᕧṱ፥ྺᵳᛝዥጟ
ᇏ┮ዿḻጙ┥ᖔᬥᤫᗝሷቔሳ⍊ᦶᖔᗨ━
ᣋኈᦧṱ፥ྸጹᆸደ₪ᖔ⁺៑ᘈᰇᕧᒌྺ

ዪᬫᗋᖔᥲ‡ᡊᑦ᪗⑆
ᵱ╿ᆥྸᵳᛝ።ሲ⍊ᦶ
ᆔሐᙰྺᏝᏉᨋᣋ
ቃᛯ┥ᖔឈኈᠥྸ
ᦕᗆᓋ⌣ᚚ⊸ዪᠥྸ
Ῠᔷᬥᇅᑯኗᑣ᙭ᶦ
ᥛᖔᙳሊṱ፥ྺ

ᤫᗝጙᔷᖔᩞኚྸᎄᘁᇏᒚ₯ྺ

ᆎងᛯ┥ᖔᥥ⒕ᡎᇺᜐᥲྺᒓᵱᵱឬᆫ
ᆔṁᜐᥲጙᒂង⎇ᑙ∕Ἧᝇ⌣ᚚ⋻Ṭሠᚅᎄ
ṵ₴ྸᜐᥲᡊᓡ▁⅄᳚ᒬ⍌ᗨḂྸ፣ᒂងᬀᗓ
ᇓ᳗ᖔᝁᐆᆡᇏέᛯዘྺጙ┥᭫ᐆᥲ᪐ᆎ
₴ᶚᒬᆎងᝇᬀᗓᖔᕧᠥᮟኯᒌᆔᥙ╿ᤦ
࿔S.2094࿕ᇺ᩵╿ᤦ࿔H.R.5609࿕ྺ ፣ᚅኚᔰᜐᥲ
⎓ፌᇐᮽ⊪⎓ྸᑧᮟᠥ⌙ᨰᆔྺዸᇡᑧ
ᮟᠥᆡᚵᆔྸἕሚኄዦ◠Ꮌ᠗ྸᥙ╿ᤦ
S.373 ᮟᠥ᳁៙ᐿዶྸጹ᩵╿ᤦ H.R.980 ᮟᠥᆫ
⍊ᦶᆔ┥ᕜྺ

ᒓᵱᩄᙎᥙᾹᆔᔏጙ┥ᔰ⋻Ṭሠᖔ⅘ྸᑣᦕ
╬▾ᛄᵱឬᮟᑱᬫᵨᖔ᳁៙ྺ
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Maritime Labour Convention, 2006
Now that the Convention has been in effect for more than one year, it 
is a good time to take stock of the implementation of the Convention.  
While there have been a few issues that will need to be resolved, and 
questions that have been resolved, the Convention would appear to 
be working extremely well.  

There was always going to be a ‘settling in’ period, because 
the Convention touches so many different aspects of seafarer 
employment and welfare.  This was the reason that the Convention 
set up a Special Tripartite Committee, to keep the working of the 
Convention under review.  

In addition, the ILO Constitution calls 
for Article 22 reports from ratifying 
countries one year after the Convention 
comes into effect for those countries.  
These reports, which explain in detail 
how the Convention is being applied in 
each country, are now being received by 
the ILO and assessed by the Committee 
of Experts.  It is worth reminding ourselves that the Committee of 
Experts is not made up of maritime people; they are eminent jurists 
from around the world who will assess compliance against the 
requirements and the spirit of the Convention. 

The Article 22 reports are initially kept confidential, but the results of 
the review of the Committee of Experts will be referred back to the 
country concerned if clarification is needed before being reported 
to the International Labour Conference.  It is possible that issues will 
arise with the Convention itself, and some sections of the Convention 
might need to be referred back to the Special Tripartite Committee 
for further tripartite consideration. 

The Special Tripartite Committee met in April 2014 to consider 
amendments to the Code of the Convention to incorporate 
the outcome of the Joint IMO/ILO Ad Hoc 
Expert Working Group on Liability and 
Compensation regarding Claims 
for Death, Personal Injury and 
Abandonment of Seafarers.  
The meeting was a success, 
with the amendments being 
negotiated and adopted 
unanimously, and with 
subsequent approval 
by the International 
Labour Conference.  The 
amendments will come 
into force by early 2017.  
The next meeting of the 
Special Tripartite Committee 
will be held in early 2016, 
at which time it is expected 
that further amendments 
to clarify the Convention’s 
provisions will be tabled for 
negotiation.

2006 ᡊᑦᬱᇃᇩ
ᇩ ᇅ᷹ኖ᠒ᆎጆደᆔྸጙᑌᖔ᠗᳗ᑳ
⌣♐ ᇩ ᖔፌᧆᕬྺ ⏫ᰈᇠጙᆎᑧᥥ⒕
ጙᙔṁᐏ ྸᇩ ⍷♒ᑳῨṱ፥ᐿዶྺ

ኚᔰ ᇩ ╾ᇺᡊឬ᭬ᵳᒬᾀ፶᰾ደᇏዘᖔ
ሔᝢྸ․ᝁጙᆎងↁ⌋ṻᰶྺᆫᚅ ᇩ 

ከᆢሔᡠ፴ᓄឬᵱᖔឝዥྸሳᗨᙰ ᇩ 

ឈᝄᇃ፥ᖔ᳁ፌྺ

ጟቩྸᥲ‡ᬱᇃ᪗⑆ᝁᐆጙ┥
Ꮸបᥲ៑ዪ ᇩ ኖ᠒ᙘ
ᆎጆᮟᑱ᪆ 22 ᝁᐆᖔ᭗ᎎྺ
ᑧṄ᪕ᇢ᪒ ᇩ ዪᛯ┥
ᥲ៑ፌᧆᕬᖔ᭗ᎎᇅ᷹ ኯ
ᒌᥲ‡ᬱᇃ᪗⑆ᑣኚᦔ៑ᓄឬ
ᵱ᳁ፌᲔፚྺᦶᕜᵃᖔᚅྸ
ᦔ៑ᓄឬᵱᇏᚅኚᡊṱᆖᆶ

᪗ጎᖔྸጹᚅኚᑳፁራᛝዝዩᖔᬦቃᕧ⇥ᦔ៑
᪗ጎྸᠨ⇸ ᇩ ᖔᝁᐆᒬᾕᢖᑳᲔፚ
ᧆᕬྺ

᪆ 22 ᝁᐆᖔ᭗ᎎᬫᗆᚅᗨᦒᖔྸ፣ᚅዸᕃ
ᦔ៑ᓄឬᵱῤᛄ․ᝁጙ┥ᥲ៑ᨱྸᦕᏥᲔ
ᕃᰪ⏎᱒ጙ┥ᥲ៑ྸᬫᙘᮟኯᥲ‡ᬱᇃᆸᵱྺ
ዪṻᰶᇐቔᣋᵱᰪ ᇩ ኄᑍዻዪᖔᥥ⒕ྸ
ጙᑧ⍌ᷲ⏎․ᝁᮟኯ᱒ᡠ፴ᆢሔᓄឬᵱ፥᳁ᆎᐄ
ᖔ᧙ྺ

ᡠ፴ᆢሔᓄឬᵱ 2014 ጆ 4 ሗ⎓ፌᆔ
ᵱ╿ྸ⅘ᠨ⇸ᥲ‡ᡊᑦ᪗⑆ᒬ
ᥲ‡ᬱᇃ᪗⑆ᡊឬᴁᆮᇺ⊭ᨘ
Ⅰ⎇ዠᦔ៑ᇃ፥ᆾ᪗ᖔ
ᵃᑃឈᝄ ᇩ ዽᘁྺ 

ጞᵱ╿ᚅጎቇᖔྸ
᷹ṻᒓᥛᆎᜣṻᆔ
ጙ┥ᖔឈᝄᣞᠥྸ
⋂ᙘᦕ ኯ᱒ᥲ‡
ᬱᇃᆸᵱᏨបྺ
ឈኈᠥᦕᔰ 2017

ጆᗆኖ᠒ྸᡠ፴
ᆢሔᓄឬᵱᖔᆣጞ
ᵱ╿ᦕዪ 2016 ጆᗆ
⎓ፌྸᓞ᠗Ầᝃᦕ
⅘ᨱ ᇩ 

ᯖᖔ᳁ᆎᐄឈᝄ
ᣞᠥྺ
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This Association takes a leading role in the ILO, with the Managing 
Director now having been appointed Vice Chairman of the Special 
Tripartite Committee for the maritime employers’ group.  In this 
position and in his work at the ILO, he works closely with China, as 
Hong Kong is not a member of the ILO.

Energy Effi ciency
We reported extensively last year on the submissions made into the 
IMO on MRV, or Monitoring, Reporting, Verification, of shipping’s 
greenhouse gas emissions, and how the proposals were intended 
to be the first, data collection, step towards operational emission 
regulations.

We continue to press our positions on these issues.  That any 
regulation must be global, not regional, and so any attempt to impose 
regional regulation must be resisted both by discouraging regional 
regulatory work, and encouraging the IMO to produce regulation so 
as to make the regional work unnecessary.  In this respect, we have 
expressed our great disappointment at the regulation now adopted 
by the European Union, which will only create confusion and disturb 
the negotiation at the IMO.  Secondly, we support the collection 
of data, so long as the data is normally kept on board or reported 
to the Company and does not affect competitive issues.  It is only 
through the collection of data that reductions in consumption can be 
seen, and it is clear that the collection of data actually encourages 
reductions to be made.  

We leave the door open to the definition and collection of data 
that would indicate ‘transport work’.  Transport work is needed to 
calculate efficiency, but with the diverse fleet that composes the 
shipping industry, this will be a very difficult metric to define.  Better 
to agree the collection of data as a first step, and then to discuss what 
we mean by transport work.

ᒓᵱዪᥲ‡ᬱᇃ᪗⑆ᖔጙ┥ᇃ፥ᇐᤉሯ⇧፥ኗྸ
ᒓᵱፌḣᑦኽᒱᛄᡠ፴ᆢሔᓄឬᵱᡊᑦ
Ểሯᆾ᪗ሯ៥ྺኚᔰᝬᯠᇏᚅᥲ‡ᬱᇃ᪗⑆ᖔ
ጎឬྸሷዪᥲ‡ᬱᇃ᪗⑆ᖔᇃ፥ᇐᾹᇐᥲጙ┥
ᬀᗓᦒᇭዠ፥ྺ

ᣋ᠒
ቓጆᏝᮟᒌዞᥲ‡ᡊᑦ᪗⑆ጙ┥ ὴྐྵ
᭗ᎎྐྵ䇴ỷᣓṱᶘᘾᠾ♒᧫ᔮ࿔MRV࿕ᖔᮟᠥ
ሳᇺጙ┥ᮟᠥᦕጎᛄᝫង⌿ṱ᧫ᔮ₪⇸ጒ᳦
ᘁྺ

Ꮭዪጟᥥ⒕ᆥ╬▾ᙰᏝᖔከ᭔ྺᏝ
ῤᛄኽፙᘁቻ᳭ᚅᩝᔇᖔጹᇏṃᚅᥗᥴ
ᔇᖔྸ⌋ṃᇻỼኽፙ᧥ፌᥗᥴᘁᖔỜྸ
ᑣặ⋳ᥲ‡ᡊᑦ᪗⑆ᒎᓖᘁᦸጹᑯᥗᥴᔇᖔ
ᘁᰇ᠒ྺᏝỼ₾᷌Ꮸបጙ┥ᘁᩄᗇቫᨋྸ
┭ᥗᥴᔇᖔᘁበᵱጎᨺ᳹ᑣᇈ␎ᥲ‡
ᡊᑦ᪗⑆ᖔጙ┥ⅎ፵ྺᒄጞྸᏝሐᙰጒ᳦
₪⇸ྸበᝁጙ┥₪⇸ዪ᪰ᆥᗨዻᔋᆥ᭗ᇩቜጹ
ᇏᡎᇺ╤ᖁᥥ⒕ྺṻ₪⇸ᖔጒ᳦ᣋᔷ♌ᯪሂ
ᣋᶐᖔᡆᢾྸᑦỷᆥ₪⇸ጒ᳦ỷặ⋳ᆔᯪሂ
ᣋᶐᖔᡆᢾྺ

ỼᔰᲠ⁾ṱ⊤ᇃ፥ᖔᓖḃᒬ₪⇸ጒ᳦Ꮭ
ᙰ᳕ᔮἍᙎྺ⏫ᰈ․ᝁṱ⊤ᇃ፥ᑳᝃᾌ᠒ᩚྸ
፣ᚅኚᔰᣓṱᆫኚዝᾂᇏዘᖔ᪰᳚᪗ጎྸጙ┥
ᖔᓖḃᦕᗝᦧ┧ᔰᓖྺᆫዶᖔሔᕧᚅᦕ
ጒ᳦₪⇸፥ᛄ᪆ᆎᐄྸᰈᙘ⅘ṱ⊤ᇃ፥ᖔ
᎙ḃྺ
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But we firmly resist any move towards the regulation of operational 
emissions.  This is a discussion that must be held, but we will take the 
position that any regulation that is proposed must be justified on a 
full cost/benefit analysis, and must not put the industry in any worse 
position than other industries or transport modes.  We have not yet 
seen car drivers or truck drivers or truck owners being subject to 
operational emission regulation, and we do not see any reason why 
shipping should be treated any differently.

Air Pollution
The Association continues to be heavily engaged in the debate 
towards the reduction of air pollution from shipping in Hong Kong 
waters.  Along with our colleagues at the Liner Shipping Association, 
we have been working closely with the Environmental Protection 
Department to develop the legislation that will mandate the use of 
low sulphur diesel (less than 0.5%) 
by ships when alongside or at 
anchor in Hong Kong.  

But we had been frustrated at the 
time that the legislation took to 
develop.  This is a situation where 
the general public and the industry 
want regulation, but Government 
appeared unable to agree the 
legislation in a timely fashion in 
order to be able to present it to 
the Legislative Council.  We are 
therefore extremely pleased that 
the regulation has now been 
passed by our Legislative Council, 
and will enter into force on 
1 July 2015.  

In the meantime, along with 
the Liner Shipping Association, 
we have been engaged with 
Shenzhen and are very pleased 
to note their voluntary emission 
reduction scheme, which is 
modeled on Hong Kong’s scheme 
but with an accompanying 
incentive of up to 100% of the 
increased cost of fuel.  We are also 
pleased that Shenzhen has stated 
that it hopes to move towards an 
Emission Control Area in the Pearl River Delta 
by 2018. 

We are proud of our involvement in these initiatives.  It is this 
demonstration of industry responsibility and commitment that has 
resulted in a clear benefit to the air we breathe in Hong Kong.  As 
well as providing a very clear benefit to the positive image of our 
industry in Hong Kong and overseas. 

፣ᏝᐏᇻỼᛄ⌿ṱ᧫ᔮከᕧᖔኽፙፌᥒྺ
ጙ┥⅘ቻ᳭᳁ፌྸ፣Ꮭᖔከ᭔ᚅྸኽፙ
ᛯ┥ከᕧ╿ᠥቻ᳭᷹ṻጎኄᒬ᠒ᇬᕎᖔ⅘━ྸ
ᇏᣋᏥᣓṱᵳ᷿ᔰምᒄሷፌᵳᔋṱ⊤ሔጇ៤
ᖔởዩྺᐖᑎᒬᑎቜ∕ᔋᑎሯᐕጙᒜᒌ⌿ṱ
᧫ᔮᕧᖔྸᣓṱᵳᆫᐕጙኽፙᩞኚᒜᒌ
ᥗ፴Ỽᙔྺ

ᖟᠾጩᚌ
ᒓᵱ╬▾≋ᵸᥙᾹጙ┥ᝡ፨ᝬᯠሠᥴ᪰ᖟᠾ
ጩᚌᖔ⅘ྺᏝᒬᡧⅽᒓᵱᖔዘᑦᆎᖗᾹ
ᝬᯠ⍌ᗨᬀᗓᦒᇭዠ፥ྸᖁᒚከᕧᦱᒎ᪰ዪ
ᯠᮽ᳗ᑯኗ፨᩺∲ᕫ࿔፨ᔰ 0.5%࿕ྺ

፣ᏝỼከᕧṻᰶ
ᇪᗒᩄᗇᕭᬿྺᇩ᩵
ᒬᣓṱᵳ․ᝁᛯ┥ᖔ
ከᕧྸ፣ᚅᡠᥗᙼᓯ
።ሲᰇᕧᇺ᠗ᦕጙ┥
ከᕧᣞᠥᮟኯ᱒
ከᕧᵱྺሺᆖᤲ≮ᖔ
ᚅྸጙ┥ከᕧ᪙ᔰ
ከᕧᵱṻᑣᦕᔰ
2015 ጆ 7 ሗ 1 ሕ
ኖ᠒ྺ

Ꮭᒬᡧⅽᒓᵱᆎᖗ
Ᾱᩄየጙ┥⍌ᗨᬀᗓ
ᗨᙰ᧚╾ྺᏝᤲ≮
ዩᕜᵃᒌྸᩄየᙼᓯ
ኲᶦᝬᯠᖔሔᠥᮟቃ
ᆔሷᖔፁ┮ᯪ᧫
ሔᠥྸᑣᮟᑱጰᇬᇓ
ጰᖔ⒓ቩ∲᠔ጎኄ
ḹ⋰⃞⋳ྺᏝᆫ
ᤲ≮ዩᕜᵃᒌᩄየ
ᙼᓯᇅ᷹ᗇእᦕዪ
2018 ጆᗾᙏከᡪጥ
ᆢᑄᚭ᧫ᔮ᧖ᒎᥗᖔ
ᝃệྺ

ᏝỼᥙᾹᑧᚵᥒᵅᒌᰇምፁ`ྺኈᚅᵳᛝ
ᖔᔐ⊐ᒬኽᑯᏝዪᝬᯠᒨ᎑ᖔᖟᠾጙᔷ♌
ᖔᏲ᱖ྺዘ᠗Ỽዪᝬᯠᒬᡊቩᙏከᣓṱᵳᖔ
ኈᝢᏑᲠᆫᆟᇬጙྺ
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ECAs
There has been some reporting in the media that might have given 
the impression that our Association has conflicting views on Emission 
Control Areas (ECAs), in particular Sulphur ECAs.  It has been the 
position of the Association, since the revision of MARPOL Annex VI 
was first considered, that we did not like ECAs.  There were several 
reasons for this.  Firstly ships would naturally be changing fuel at 
the last possible moment before entering an ECA, changing from 
high heat high viscosity fuel to low heat low viscosity distillate.  This 
is an operation that clearly can be managed, and many ships are 
changing fuels before entering Californian waters for instance.  But 
it is also an operation that can be mis-managed, and as we have 
seen off California, such mis-management can lead to main engine 
breakdowns.  We have to recognize in the figures that we have seen, 
that ships that trade to California are generally the better-managed 
ships, so the breakdowns that have taken place have to be seen in 
this light.

The situation is likely to be very different at the entrance to the 
English Channel ECA.  From 1 January 2015 and for a period of at 
least 5 years, ships will be switching fuel in a restricted area from a 
maximum of 3.5% sulphur to 0.1% sulphur.  We are not sure that this 
is a good idea, but time will tell if our fears are misplaced.

Secondly, we have always thought that ECAs represented regional 
regulation wrapped up in global regulation.  It is countries that 
have the ability and resources to make the necessary research that 
are able to apply to the IMO to have their coastal areas declared 
an ECA.  Other countries, quite probably developing countries, do 
not necessarily have this ability or resources.  The decision to apply 
an ECA to an area of the world should not be determined on how 
wealthy or well resourced a country is, but how the local population is 
likely to be affected by the emissions from shipping.  Perhaps a naïve 
argument, but one that we have thought is important.  The IMO sets 
global regulations for global shipping, and IMO regulations should 
not discriminate against the less resourced countries.

᧫ᔮ᧖ᒎᥗ
᭡♒ᆫᇅ᷹᭗ṳᆔᒓᵱዪ᩺᧫ᔮ᧖ᒎᥗሔᝢᖔ
ᇏዘ⚃⏽ྺፁᦸ MARPOL ᗘᘁᇧឈᝄሳᙘྸ
ᒓᵱᖔከ᭔᭬ᚅᏝᇻỼᙏከ᧫ᔮ᧖ᒎᥗྺᩞኚ
ᚅደሔᝢᖔྸᝫ᪰ቻ᳭ዪ᳁ᆘ᧫ᔮ᧖ᒎᥗ
ᗝᦧጙᖔ᠗᳗ᇦ⑲ᮧ∲᠔ྺᦸᤲᶘᤲサᙎᖔ
᪐∲᠔⑲ᮧጎ፨ᶘ፨サᙎᖔ⒙ᇬ∲᠔ྺ⏫ᰈ
ጙ┥ᖔ⇼፥ṻᰶቔሳ᧖ᒎྸᑲዸደ᪰ዪ᳁ᆘ
ቆ፶ᾀተᑨሠᥴᗾᆫቻ᳭⑲ᮧ∲᠔ྺ፣ᚅྸង
⇼፥ṻᰶቔᣋጎቫῧྸዪቆ፶ᾀተᑨሠᥴᆫ
ቃṻ⇼፥ṻᰶቫῧጎ᪰ሯ∕᤹∕ᖔᑦᙽྺ
᪐ᝃ₪ዺᗇᔷྸᑳᓶቆ፶ᾀተᑨᖔ᪰ᦧᚅ
ᾈᩞᐿዶᖔ᪰ྸᔏሳᦸងᑄᙎᑳᛱྸጙ┥ᖔ
ሯ∕᤹∕ᑦኼᖔᰪኖᱍᇏᚅងᠥྺ

᳁ᆘᜱዖ፶ᡊៜ᧫ᔮ᧖ᒎᥗᖔᧆᕬቔᣋᎼ
ᇏዘྺᦸ 2015 ጆ 1 ሗ᳕ᓋᖔᇙጆᇦྸ᳁ᆘṃ
᧖ᒎᥗᖔ᪰ᦕᝁᐆዪᗝᦧᡢᢡᖔᥗᥴᇦᦕ
ᬫᤲ 3.5% ᩺᎙ᖔ∲᠔⑲ᮧጎ 0.1% ᩺᎙ᖔ
∲᠔ྺᏝᰇᕧᓖᚅᇏᚅᆎងዶሯᵃྸ
Ꮙᨋ᠗᳗ᵱ━ᔷᏝᖔ⇿ላᚅደ↬ᖔྺ

ᒄጞྸᏝῤᛄጙ┥᧫ᔮ᧖ᒎᥗሹᗇᆔᥗᥴᔇᖔ
ᘁྺᑚᑧጙᣋᆝᒬṚᶐ᳁ፌᛯ┥ᛷᐵᖔᥲ៑ᇌ
ቔሳዞᥲ‡ᡊᑦ᪗⑆ኜ⅑ᦕሷᖔᕱᡊዩᥗከ
᧫ᔮ᧖ᒎᥗྸጹᒄሷᰪ៙ᇐᥲ៑ᇏᆎᓖጙង
ᣋᆝᒬṚᶐྺᏝῤᛄᚅᎄኜ⅑᧫ᔮ᧖ᒎᥗᇏ
⌋ṃᔰጙ┥ᥲ៑ᚅᎄ᭧ጙᒬṚᶐሽᑌྸጹᚅ
⌋ṃᔰጙቔᣋᒜᣓṱ᧫ᔮ⁼◟ᖔ᷀ዩᆖᆴ₪ྺ
₯ᖔῨᕧቔᣋቷᷪྸ፣ᚅᏝῤᛄᘈᚅᆟᇬ
ᝁᖔྺᥲ‡ᡊᑦ᪗⑆ᛄᩝᣓṱᒎᓖᘁྸ
ᔏሳᥲ‡ᡊᑦ᪗⑆ᖔᘁᇏ⌋ṃᕗᲑṚᶐሙᢵᖔ
ᥲ៑ྺ
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And thirdly, we have had our doubts as to how the regulation would 
be enforced.  ECAs, by their nature, include areas through which 
ships transit, without calling at any port in the State under whose 
jurisdiction the area lies.  Enforcement of regulation is essential, so 
that there is no opportunity for the less reputable owners to use 
cheaper fuel and create unfair competition.

That being said, we now have MARPOL Annex VI that determines 
areas of the world that are ECAs.  So if we want to reduce emissions 
from shipping in the Pearl River Delta, and if we are to do this in 
accordance with global regulation (which, of course, is a necessity) 
then we have to apply for an ECA.  We might not like it, but it is the 
only solution, for the time being.

᪆ᆢྸᏝⒹὭጙ┥ᘁᖔፌᆝᙎྺ᧫ᔮ
᧖ᒎᥗᦸኄⅩᆥᑳῨቈᙷ᪰ዪጙ┥ᥲ៑ᡊᥴ
ṻởྸጹᗝỷ‡᧣↡ጙ┥ᥲ៑ᾈ⏇ᖔᯠᆴྺ
ᘁᖔፌᆝᙎᗝᦧᝁྸቔሳᑯᗡ◌ṫ៤ᖔ
᪰ᕂᰇᕧᑯኗᴼ⁀∲ᕫጎᇏᇩቶ╤ᖁྺ

ᆫ᭬ᚅῨྸᏝዪጙᆔ MARPOL ᗘᘁᇧᓖ
ራᛝዝዩᖔ᧫ᔮ᧖ᒎᥗྺᔏሳྸዸᕃᏝᝁ
ᯪሂᡪጥᆢᑄᚭᖔᣓṱ᧫ᔮᑣር᙭ᶦᩝᖔ
ᓖྸᑚ‹Ꮭᇏᦶᇏኜ⅑᧫ᔮ᧖ᒎᥗྺ
⏫ᰈᏝᇏᆎᓖᬾ☂ቯྸ፣ቯ€᠗⏎ᚅኡᗾ
ᥧᆎᖔṁᐏ⊧ᕧྺ
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The Human Element
Your Managing Director does not like the term, ‘Human Element’, 
as it appears to reduce the notion of individual people to some 
unspecified but convenient label or box.  The term is similar to ‘Human 
Resources’, used by some companies to identify their personnel 
departments, but which appears to dehumanize the individuality 
of a human being to a commodity.  That being said, there is, in our 
opinion, an overuse of blaming the Human Element for 90% (or is it 
80%?) of all accidents at sea.

We are not sure what this means.  Are we blaming seafarers without 
actually naming them as seafarers?  Or are there others, as yet 
unspecified, who are also to blame?  And, if so, are they also included 
in the label ‘Human Element’?

It is very clear that there are many reasons why accidents take place.  
There is always a culmination of events that produce an accident, 
not just one single event.  It is not solely the master’s fault that a 
ship runs aground, but perhaps a combination of equipment failure, 
equipment being difficult to understand or operate, uneducated 
or compromised watchkeepers, competence of the crew being 
measured by examination rather than by experience, company 
procedures being too difficult to understand or comply with, if they 
exist, or a myriad of other reasons.  These should come out of any 
good enquiry into the accident, so why do we refer to the ‘human 
element’ being at fault?

ᆖᛄዥ
ᒓᵱፌḣᑦᑣᇏᬾ☂ងῨᕧ ྸᆖᛄዥ
ዶỀᡆᆔᆖᖔងᔇᑣ␟┭ᔰᚏᾂᇏᔷ፣ᘈ
ᆟᇬሔᗤᖔ₴☻ᔋቈḻྺងῨᕧᾹᚏᑧᇩቜ
ᾃᒨᒄᆖᑦᬀᗓᛄᆖᆝṚᶐ┭።ྸᦕᆖᖔងᔇ
ᇲጎᥛᘗྺዪᏝᛱᑳᚅỼងῨᕧᖔ⌵ኗྸ
ᦕ 90%࿔ᔋ 80%࿕ᖔᡊᆥᑦᙽ␟ᒲᔰᆖᛄዥྺ

Ꮭᇏᨱᵴᵃᒝᱴᛚ‹ྺᚅᇏᚅᏝᬥᡊឬ
፣ᘈᇏᾃሷᛄᡊឬ྿ᚅᇏᚅ⏎ጙᒄሷኅᓖᖔ
ᆖᆫ┧┒ᒄᒲ྿ዸᕃᚅ₯ᖔṌྸሷᚅᎄᆫ
ቈᙷዪᆖᛄዥ₴☻ᇦ྿

Ꮭᙓᨱᵴᑦᙽᖔᰪኖጙደᾂឝዥྺዝᾂᑦኼ
ᴍ᳦ጎᤲጹᏑጎᵃቩᑦᙽྸጹᇏᚅᭅᆎᑦኼྺ
ᇏᵱዥᛄ᪰ᗒᖔងᆖṻ⊴ጹጎ᪰⌙ᨰྸᦧ
ᚅዥᛄዝᾂᑦኼ᪗ዠጹᰪኖྸምዸᬥᙽ†ྐྵ
ᬥ┧ሳᩞṁᔋᇏᔳ⇼፥ྸ᷀ᆖឬᢵሱᤀྐྵ
᪰ឬᖔṚᠴᇏᚅኚ᷹♐ᓖጹ⇪ጸṅጎ⍱ྐྵ
ᇩቜᰶᏊᇏᔳᩞṁᔋ⊨ዽ᰾᰾ዝᾂឝዥྺᑧ
ᬂᚅᑦᙽᰪኖᙘᦶ⅖ᚚᖔឝዥྸ፣ᛄᛚ‹
Ꮭᦕᑦᙽ␟ᒲᔰᆖᛄዥᒮ྿
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Unless, of course, we are ready to admit that 100% of all accidents are 
due to the Human Element.  Perhaps the naval architect designed 
the ship so that it was difficult to operate safely, perhaps the engine 
manufacturer made a design flaw that caused the equipment failure, 
perhaps the college that the watchkeeper attended did not properly 
explain the errors that can accumulate in navigational equipment, and 
perhaps the company superintendent produced procedures that were 
intended to absolve him from any responsibility rather than being of 
use in operating the ship.  There are many humans who are involved 
in the adventure of shipping, and to a greater or lesser extent many 
of these might be responsible, even in a very small way, for accidents 
that take place at sea.

The root causes of accidents are not solely at the door of the seafarer.  
And the seafarer is not solely to blame when accidents take place.  
Unfair criminalization of seafarers, or “revenge justice”, continues to 
affect our industry, and this Association, through its work at the ILO 
and ICS, will continue to identify such instances and work towards 
their elimination.

Maritime Arbitration
For some time, the Association has been promoting Hong Kong’s 
Maritime Arbitration and Legal Services.  The Association’s Managing 
Director acts as convener for the Hong Kong Maritime Arbitration 
Group (HKMAG), which is a voluntary list of Hong Kong residents who 
are willing to sit as maritime arbitrators and is a division of the Hong 
Kong International Arbitration 
Centre (HKIAC), and he 
works closely with HKIAC in 
the promotion of maritime 
arbitration and development 
of procedures.

It is now becoming clear that 
our Government is keen to 
promote maritime arbitration 
in Hong Kong, and would 
like to see HKMAG review 
its promotional materials, 
and organize events to both 
inform and educate sitting and potential maritime arbitrators in Hong 
Kong.  The Association will continue to work with HKIAC and our 
Government in this respect.

In addition, and as part of the Association’s work in promoting 
Hong Kong as Asia’s maritime partner, very useful links have been 
established with the London Maritime Arbitrators Association (LMAA), 
which should lead to closer cooperation in the promotion and use of 
maritime arbitration in Asia.

Arthur Bowring
Managing Director

ᤫᗝᏝᔐῤྸᔏጙᖔᑦᙽ 100% ᬂᚅኚᔰ
ᆖᛄዥྺᤫᗝᚅ᪰ᝃ៦ᝃᖔ᪰ᙓ┧
ዿṱፌྸ᪰ሯ∕⁺៑ᝃᢵᬓ⇧ᜣᬥ
ᙽ†ྸ᷀ᆖឬ᧚ᒜ᧵ᐾᖔᆸ⇥ኅኈṁ▌
ᣓᡊᬥᆫቔᣋ≋᪘ቫῧྸᇩቜ⍷ᾈᒎᓖᖔ
ᰶᏊᚅᛄᆔሷ፰ᔰኽፙኽጹᗝኗᔰ⇼፥᪰ྺ
ጙደᆖᥙᾹᆔᣓṱྸሷᔋደᔋሂዪᚏᾂ
ᰶᙎᆥ․ᝁỼᡊᆥᑦᙽᝇᆥᆎᓖᖔኽྺ

ᑦᙽᰪኖᖔᠨኄឝዥᇏዪᡊឬྸᇏ⌋ṃዪ
ᑦᙽᰪኖᙘበᔄᡊឬྺỼᡊឬᇏᇩቶᖔᓖḁ
ᔋⒸᾩᔇኈḃྸ ᙰ▾⁼◟ᱴᏝᖔፌᵳྺ
ᒓᵱᦕ╬▾ṻᥲ‡ᬱᇃ᪗⑆ᒬᥲ‡ᣓṱᥛᵱ
ᓖᑣᡆᤫᑧᧆᕬྺ

ᡊᑦኻ
ᒓᵱᆎᖗᙰ▾᧥ᥒᝬᯠᖔᡊᑦኻᒬᕧᙖᔽᥐྺ
ᒓᵱፌḣᑦ⇿ኽᝬᯠᡊᑦኻᆾ᪗᳦ᆖ
࿔HKMAG࿕ྸ ងᆾ᪗ᚅኚᝬᯠፁ┮ቃኽᡊᑦ
ኻឬᖔᓝኊἯጎᑣᚅᝬᯠᥲ‡ኻᇐላ
࿔HKIAC࿕ᖔᇬሐ∕ἯྺᏝᾹᝬᯠᥲ‡ኻ
ᇐላᦒᇭዠ፥᧥ᥒᝬᯠᖔᡊᑦኻᔽᥐྺ

ᝬᯠᙼᓯ⃚ᣴᔰ
᧥⁹ᝬᯠᡊᑦኻ
ᔽᥐྸᑣᏉᨋᡊᑦ
ኻᆾ᪗ᵨ፥
ᒄᘼᏺ᠔ྸᛄ
ኽᒬኅᑳᖔᡊᑦ
ኻឬ᪗⑆ዝᾂ
ᚵᥒྺᒓᵱᦕ╬▾
ዪሔᝢᾹᙼᓯᒬ
ᝬᯠᥲ‡ኻᇐላ
ዠ፥ྺ

ጟቩྸ፥ᛄᒓᵱ᧥⁹ᝬᯠᑨᚭᡊᑦỦፗᇃ፥ᖔ
ᆎᬀዀྸᏝᾹឌᮬᡊᑦኻឬᒓᵱᙏከᆔ
ᗝᦧጙኗᖔ⎇ⓣྸᦕᗩ᳁ᑨᚭᡊᑦኻሔᝢ
ᦒᇭᖔዠ፥ྺ

ፌḣᑦ
ቈἭ 
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